Synergy Matrix™ Video and Audio Integration

Quick Reference Guide
1. Launch the application shortcut for Synergy Matrix on the desktop.

2. View the currently active display locations at the top of the screen.

3. View the currently active video sources at the bottom of the screen.
4. Highlight the source

Highlight by clicking the source you want to route and then drag it or touch it to the display you want to send it to.

5. View your available audio sources and route them to your available audio destinations

It is preferred to adjust the volume at the source itself such as an iPhone/iPad/Pandora/Spotify/etc.

6. To route or view outside sources, click or touch the Outside button
7. If you choose to change the view on the display

The following choices appear in order from left to right when you open the display window below.

- No image – solid blue screen
- Full screen
- PIP screen – small picture in the upper right corner

8. Route and view secondary sources

To capture video or take still images from any connected source, select the image you intend to capture and select Secondary Capture in the destination section. You are now able to capture this video signal for documentation purposes. (Note: see advanced settings on SynergyUHD4/HD3 console to ensure the camera is set up for this feature.)